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This powerful and beautiful amplifier features a lot of capabilities and advantages. Firstly, 
it uses two stand-alone mono amplifiers - it is the so-called Twin Mono mode. Secondly, 
there are high-capacity twin power sockets with the possibility of connecting an extra 
capacitor. Thirdly, there is a vast power reserve: in the bridge mode the amplifier can give 
1000 W audio power at 1.33 Ohm load and that is enough for moving even the most 
powerful subwoofer system. 

The sound is characterised by regular tone balance, clear and correct reproduction of 
musical instruments' quality in all registers, great dynamics of medium bass range. 
However there are some nuances. The music in any musical genre sounds somewhat 
analytical, that means it is reproduced exactly and neatly but not emotionally. Though it 
may be the right way of operation for multi-purpose amplifiers which can easily achieve 
harmony in work both with broad-band acoustic systems and powerful subwoofers. 

DLS A3 
Audio quality     9,9 
Crossover       9 
Special functions        9 
Connection capability    9 
Design      10 

Audio pattern 
Low bass   deep, gentle    10 
Medium bass good attack 
Medium frequencies clear    10 
High frequencies    detailed, regular      10 
Tone balance good homogeneity    10 
Man timbre  rich     10 
Woman timbre    natural   10 
Acoustic instruments good team-work  10 
Electronic music     coherent, powerful    10 
Rock forceful        10 
Pop   rhythmical      10 
Jazz   emotional        10 
Classic        intense    10 
Pleasure from listening         9 

Specifications 
Output power (4 Ohms)       2 x 100 W (nominal) or 1 x 550 W (maximum) 
Frequency range        20 - 20000 Hz 
Harmonic distortion     <0.1% 
Noise to signal ratio     > 100 dB 
Input sensitivity         0.2 - 7 V 
Cut-off frequency and attenuation slope: 
Low Pass Filter       20 - 200 Hz; 12 dB/oct 
High Pass Filter        50-125 Hz; 12 dB/oct 
Subsonic Filter         the same as LPF 
Fuse rated value        4 x 30 A 
Dimensions      410x240x73 mm 
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